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Q. Is  there clinical  value in doing routine manual  band counts to detect infection in newborns,
especially since procalcitonin and immature neutrophil counts are available?

A.  September  2019—Instrument-generated  automated  differential  counts  combine  bands  and  neutrophils  in  the
single category of absolute neutrophil count (ANC). Enumeration of bands thus requires a manual differential. It is
well  recognized  that  enumeration  of  bands  is  problematic  due  to  poor  precision,  small  sample  size,  and

interobserver variability.1,2 Moreover, it is insensitive, inefficient, and expensive, and it increases turnaround times.
For these reasons, many laboratories have stopped making enumeration of bands a distinct category.

Historically, however, enumeration of bands has been used as a marker of left shift and an indicator of bacterial
infection. There are several sepsis screening tools used clinically (see the Surviving Sepsis Campaign website for a
partial listing, www.bit.ly/SepsisResources), and while many of the algorithms do not include band percentage as
an evaluation criteria, some do. In adults and children older than three months, the white blood cell count and ANC

are  generally  considered  better  indicators  of  infection  than  bandemia.3  In  neonatal  sepsis  evaluation,  the
immature/total neutrophils (I/T) ratio continues to be used as one of the CBC parameters used clinically. The I/T
ratio requires enumeration of bands (see formula below), with an I/T ratio of less than 0.2 being unlikely to have
sepsis.

Multiple  studies  have  evaluated  the  diagnostic  value  of  CBC  parameters  in  neonatal  sepsis.  While  CBC
abnormalities such as low white blood cell count, low ANC, and high I/T ratio were associated with culture-positive
infections,  no  CBC-derived  index  is  sufficiently  sensitive.  A  high  proportion  of  culture-negative  babies  (25–50
percent) may have a high I/T ratio. In most studies, the negative predictive value is higher, with a normal I/T ratio
being more helpful in ruling out sepsis, although exhaustion of marrow reserves in critical illnesses can lead to
false-negatives.

Several  modern  CBC  analyzers  offer  a  six-part  differential,  including  a  category  of  immature  granulocytes  (IG).
Automated  IGs  include  metamyelocytes,  myelocytes,  and  promyelocytes  but  do  not  include  bands.  Since
automation  allows  better  precision  and  faster  turnaround  time,  assessing  left  shift  using  automated  IG
enumeration,  rather  than a  manual  differential,  is  desirable.  A  large study evaluated more than 10,000 samples
and concluded “that as a way to quantify the leukocyte ‘left shift’ the IG% and IG per μl from an automated
differential  count  on  the  Sysmex  hematology  analyzer  are  comparable  to  the  I/T  ratio  and  absolute  band  count

based on a manual differential count.”4

Several  studies  have  evaluated  automated  immature
granulocyte counts and have found them to be of some

utility  in  sepsis  assessment.5,6  The  utility  of  immature
granulocytes in neonatal sepsis has also been evaluated in

a few studies.7,8  Overall,  both I/T ratio (and thus manual
band  counts)  and  automated  IG  have  some  utility  in  neonatal  sepsis  assessment,  but  both  lack  sufficient
sensitivity.  Automated  IGs,  however,  offer  the  advantage  of  better  precision,  turnaround  times,  and  cost.  Given
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these considerations, if a laboratory wishes to replace manual band counting with automated IG reporting, a
dialogue with the neonatologists is advised.

A limited number of studies have evaluated other chemical markers of inflammation, including procalcitonin. Per
Memar, et al., “Despite the promising data for some immunologic biomarkers, present evidence shows that none of
them can constantly diagnose 100% of infections. IL-6 is the most potent marker for evaluation of EOS [early onset
neonatal sepsis] prognosis. Procalcitonin (PCT) and C-reactive protein (CRP) are appropriate indicators for the

detection  and  monitoring  of  antibiotics  therapy.”9  A  recently  published  review article  suggested  that  serial
measurements  of  C-reactive  protein  and  other  acute-phase  reactants  may  be  useful,  with  a  lack  of  serial

abnormalities supporting discontinuation of antibiotic therapy.10
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In this “Best of Q&A” series, we reprint select coagulation-related questions and answers. All have
been chosen for their timeliness and relevance today. The following question and answer were published in January
2014.

Q. Patients who take statins may deplete their levels of CoQ10 (coenzyme Q10), and therefore many of
these patients are now taking CoQ10 supplements. Can CoQ10 supplements affect the level of Coumadin
(that is, the INR)?

A. Statins, commonly used to treat hypercholesterolemia, can cause myalgia. There have been suggestions that
statins cause muscle injury by lowering levels of coenzyme Q10, which has a key role in mitochondrial respiration.
The literature is sparse and the results are mixed regarding the ability of CoQ10 administration to reduce muscle
symptoms. Nevertheless, patients may choose to take CoQ10 as a dietary supplement in an attempt to reduce
myalgia caused by statins. Supplementation of CoQ10 has also been studied in heart failure and numerous other
health conditions, but, again, a clear role for replacement has not been defined.

The interaction of warfarin with food, drugs, and some herbal products has been well recognized. In a systematic

overview of  publications related to warfarin  interactions with drugs,  food,  and supplements,1  there were 92
substances with a probable or  highly probable level  of  evidence supporting the potentiation or  inhibition of
warfarin. However, few studies have focused on CoQ10 and warfarin interactions/INR interference. In an animal

study, Zhou, et al.,2 suggested that the accelerated metabolism of warfarin enantiomers (S and R forms) with
concurrent  CoQ10  treatment  accounts  for  the  reduced  anticoagulant  effect  of  warfarin  in  rats.  The  authors
speculated  that  a  moderate  increase  in  the  total  clearance  of  warfarin  enantiomers  could  occur  with
coadministration of CoQ10 in humans.

There are a few case reports of decreased INR after CoQ10 ingestion in humans.3 However, there is only one well-

designed, randomized, double-blind study in the literature evaluating CoQ10 and warfarin.4 A small group of patients
on stable warfarin treatment for different indications participated in this crossover study. Subjects took CoQ10 (100
mg/day)/warfarin for four weeks, ginkgo biloba/warfarin for four weeks, and placebo/warfarin for four weeks. There
was  no  significant  difference  in  INR  for  each  combination.  The  authors  concluded  there  was  no  significant
interference during  the  coadministration  of  warfarin  and CoQ10  but  remained cautious,  recommending close
monitoring of the INR in these patients.

In summary, the best available evidence suggests that CoQ10 does not affect INR in humans, but the results of this
single  randomized,  double-blind study have not  been confirmed in  additional  well-designed studies.  Additionally,
the dose and potency of CoQ10 supplements have not clearly been established, so it seems reasonable to closely
monitor patients taking warfarin and CoQ10.
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